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-UpcomingEvents

Jazz ’89:

Campus
FEB. 9: A Seminar will be
conducted in FA 102 by Rich
Matteson for music education
students, as well as anyone else
who is interested. The seminar
is at 10:00 a.m.
The Peter Krauss/Lisa
Turci Quartet with Paul
Bowman on drums and Jeff
Johnson on bass will perform a
concert at 7:00 p.m. in FA 102.
Admission is $3 or a student
ID.
FEB. 10: Peter Krauss, Paul
Bowman and Jeff Johnson will
conduct a rhythm section clinic
in FA 102 at 10:00 a.m.
Piano, drum set, and bass
clinics will be conducted in
Music 102, and FA 102 and 103
at 4:00 p.m. These clinics, as
well as the clinics at 10:00 and
2:30, are open to anyone who
has an interest in learning more
about jazz.
A concert featuring Mat
teson and the Quartet, along
with Southwestern’s Jazz
Ensemble, will be held at 8:00
p.m. in the FA Auditorium.
Reserved seats are $7.50,
general admission is $5, and
SWOSU students who have
their ID pay only $3.
FEB.

11:

Cheer
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on

Southwestern’s men’s and
women’s basketball teams as
they lake on Northeastern in
the ‘Dawghouse. The women
begin at 6:00 p.m.; the men
play at 8:00.
FEB. 15: The Lady 'Dawgs
will try to avenge their loss to
East Central at 6:00 p.m.,
however they will be on the
Tiger’s home court. The
SWOSU men will play at 8:00
p.m.
SCEC (Student Council
for Exceptional Children) will
have its monthly meeting at
11:50 a.m. in the Neff South
west Classroom. Pizza and
drinks will be provided, but
you are asked to bring $2.

19th annual ja zz festival to feature R ich M a tteso n ,
and the P eter K ra u ss/L isa Turci Q uartet Friday
Jazz soloist Rich Matteson, the
Peter Krauss/Lisa Turci Quartet
and the Southw estern Jazz
Ensemble will be featured at the
19th annual Southwestern Okla
homa State University Jazz
Festival on Friday, Feb. 10, in the
Margaret Renz Replogle Fine
Arts Center.
The festival will consist of high
school and junior high stage band
competition, numerous clinics
with the guest artists and two con
certs. Concerts will be held at 1
and 8 p.m.
Tickets can be purchased
through the SWOSU Music
Department at (405) 774-3296 or
from any jazz ensemble member.
Tickets will also be available at
the door. Admission for the 1
p.m. concert is $5. Ticket prices
for the 8 p.m. concert are $7.50
for reserved seating and $5 for
general admission.
In addition, a pre-concert for
mal party will take place at the
T-Bone Steak House Banquet
room at 5:30 p.m. The admission
of $12.50 will include a reserved
seat ticket for the 8 p.m. concert.
The jazz festival event is spon
sored by the school’s Department
of Music with assistance from the
State Arts Council of Oklahoma
and the National Endowment for

the Arts.
Rich Matteson, Roger Distin
guished Professor of American
Music at the University of North
Florida, is recognized interna
tionally as one of the most ex

composer and college professor.
He is an outstanding recording
musician in every jazz idiom, hav
ing recorded with Louis Arm
strong in Dixieland style on tuba:
(See Festival, page 8)

JE R R Y EVERETT and other members o f Southwestern's Jazz Ensemble get in shape fo r Friday's perfor
mances during the annual jazz festival.

SWOSU

jazzersdefinejazz

by Justin Adams
and Allyson Reynolds
Southwestern S ta ff Writer
and Editor

h i g h e s t form of
creativity within a
fra me w or k. It is
s p o n t a n e o u s and
anything goes.”
(Aaron Rathbun)

The lack of student attendance
at past Southw estern Jazz
Festivals has been attributed by
members of the jazz ensemble at
Southw estern to a lack of
knowledge about jazz. Several
members of Southwestern's wellknown Jazz “ A " recently
answered some questions about
jazz and told us why students
should attend the festival.

S W O S U Jazz:
Try it! You'll like it!
Page 3

Sports:
Players of the Week named.
Page 5

jazz n 1: “ Jazz is the

citing jazz soloists and clinicians.
A graduate of the University of
Iowa, Matteson has had a wide
and varied career as public school
music teacher, professional per
former, conductor, arranger.

Scott Hillock, a trumpet player
in Jazz “ A” for the last few years,
said that he became interested in
jazz partially because of his
father.
"My dad acquired all kinds of
music at college. When I was lit
tle, I would take the records and
listen to them. And then it kind of
grew, and I started to play jazz in
junior high and high school.
Every day something new comes

up and you enjoy more. The older
you get, the more you understand
what professional players in the
world are doing. It’s a growing
process,” Hillock said. “ First you
listen to it, then you study it, then
you learn to play it like they did,
and then you develop your own
style.”
Terry Young, a trombone
player in Jazz "A ” for five
(See Jazzers, page 8)
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Editorials
Oklahoma educators
deserve higher salaries
by Ruth Bleckley
Southwestern Student
“ You have to pay decent
salaries to keep good people and
attract good people to the job.
These people have been over
looked for years,” said the Board
of Legislative Compensation
when the decision to raise the
salaries of the Oklahoma Legis
lature was announced. This state
ment is logical, yet it doesn’t ap
ply to educators in Oklahoma. The
recent 53 percent pay raise for
Oklahoma legislators brought
their salaries up from 15th in the
nation to eighth. Currently Okla
homa educators' salaries rank
45th in the nation. A 53 percent
pay raise would bring these
salaries up to fourth on the na
tional scale.
The consequences of low
salaries for educators in Okla
homa are grave. In a state that
has one of the best teacher educa
tion programs in the country,
many of the teacher education
graduates go out of state to find
teaching positions. According to
statistics from the placement of
fice at Southwestern, in 1987, 42
percent of the registered educa
tion graduates accepted positions
in school d istric ts outside
Oklahoma. In 1988, 15 percent of
registered students took positions
out-of-state. According to Mark
Mouse, Director of Placement,
most of the education majors that
come to school here want to teach
in-state. So, although these

figures may seem low, they are
alarmingly high for a program
such as Southwestern's. Mouse
added that the reason most
graduates went out of state was,
“ They are forced out because of
circumstance. They can’t find a
job that pays enough.”
Also, Oklahoma is not attrac
ting experienced teachers from
other states. Such teachers have
no incentive to move, in fact they
would have to take a substantial
cut in pay to move to Oklahoma.
Why should they? As a result of
low salaries, the quality of
educators in Oklahoma decreases
each year. Not that excellent
teachers do not exist in Okla
homa, but there could be more.
Only two obstacles prevent in
creased salaries for educators in
Oklahoma: attitu d e s toward
teacher workloads and attitudes
about tax increases. The public
often believes that teaching is
easy—work from eight to three,
with two weeks off at Christmas
and three months for summer
vacation. However, people with
these beliefs do not see the long
hours spent grading papers, plan
ning tests and lessons, and
researching special topics, not to
m ention working with a d 
m inistrators, stu d en ts, and
students’ parents.
Vacations are not simply free
time, either. Teachers often
spend vacation time attending
workshops, doing inservice or
writing lesson plans. Sometimes

an educator’s job is more difficult
and time consuming than other
jobs.
The other major obstacle
preventing higher salaries for
educators is the misconception
that taxpayers do not want
another tax increase. While this
observation may be generally
true, it is not so in the case of the
tax increases for education. The
public has made it clear that
education should be a priority and
that they will support a tax
documented in both the national
Gallup Poll and the statewide
Kielhorn Survey.
The obstacles to increased
salaries for educators in Okla
homa are easily overcome when,
instead of speculating, people
look at the facts. The only thing
needed to make higher education
salaries a reality in Oklahoma is
action. This action must be taken
by the state legislature. In the
past, education has been taken
care of last in the state budget
process, and it received the left
overs.
The educators of Oklahoma do
not begrudge the legislators their
pay raise; they only want to be
judged by the same standard as
the legislators. As the Board of
Legislative Compensation said,
“ You have to pay decent salaries
to keep good people and attract
good people to the job. These peo
ple have been overlooked for
years.” This statement applies to
educators as well as legislators.

Press
Release

by Allyson Reynolds
Southwestern Editor

Hard to believe that Valentine’s Day is nearly upon us, isn’t it?
You know, as we were getting ready to do this issue, I watched
some of you all bringing in personal ads for your Valentines. All
of us girls in the office would sigh and comment on how much we
wished our sweethearts would do that for us. A couple of us even
commented on the fact that just having a honey to call our own
would suffice. And the guys in the office would just look at us and
roll their eyes, silently hoping their girlfriends and wives didn’t
pick up this week’s issue and wonder where their personal ad
was.
But as I watched it all, it hit me how much we really run from
love and relationships—myself included. Have you noticed how
independence-oriented we’ve become? I’m not sure if we just do
not know the skills involved in relating, or if we have all been hurt
so much that we just figure it is better not to risk it at all.
And it is not just in our ‘love relationships’, either. It is
something that can get in the way of our friendships, too. A lot of
us, guys and girls, have problems in friendships with the op
posite sex. We’re always worried that the other person wants
more (i.e.-commitment). And so we’re afraid to let our guard
down, and enjoy true intimacy with a friend.
Kind of sad, isn’t it?
See, I’ve decided that love is so scarce, yet so beautiful, that
we should accept it from wherever we can get it, and give it
whenever we can. Not just to that cute guy we work with, either,
but to our friends and our families as well. (By all means, don’t
forget the cute guy you work with, or the one in the English
Comp., or the one...).
Desmond Morris, author of Intimate Behaviors, said, “ In a
social environment that is ever crowded and impersonal, it is
becoming increasingly important to reconsider the value of close
personal relationships before we are driven to ask the forlorn
question, ‘Whatever happened to love?’”
Let’s not let ourselves get to the point where we are driven to
ask “ Whatever happened to love?” I mean, Valentine’s Day is a
wonderful holiday, and it should be observed faithfully, but let’s
also celebrate love on Mondays (I know the editorial staff could
use a kind word then), and on Tuesdays, and on Wednesdays,
and so on and so forth.
Oh, but this is getting close to Valentine’s Day, and so, in
keeping with the Valentine spirit, I want to wish all of our
readers, and the paper staff, a Happy Valentine’s Day—but most
especially that cute guy I work with.

Driver’s carelessness is not understood
Dear Editor:
I was walking to my car yester
day and as I looked at the car, I
began to have a sick feeling. Upon
closer inspection, my suspicions
were confirmed. There was a big
dent in the door of my car. Not

knowing what happened, I have to
assume that my car was involved
in a hit-and-run, or by the looks of
the dent, the person parked next
to me let their car door bang into
mine.
Now, I am not one to be hung
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up on my “ s tu ff’, but in today’s
economy and with a young family,
what 1 own has to last and ideally I
would like to keep it looking nice.
I was raised in a family that didn’t
have extra money so I had to learn
to take care of what I had and, in
the process, learned to respect
others property also. It is sad to
say, not every one has learned the
I am nothing without love. It
doesn t matter if I am wealthy,
or i f I have all the knowledge in
the world, w ithout love
nothing is important. Even i f I
give all I have to help those in
need, i f I do not do it with love,
it is meaningless.
But I have love. And this
love I have has definite
qualities. These qualities are
those o f patience, kindness,
refusal to envy, boast, or take
pride in itself. This love that I
have is not rude, nor is it selfseeking, nor easily provoked.
It does not take joy in evil do
ings, but it rejoices in truth. It
is always available to protect,
hope, trust, and persevere.
This love never fails. Other
things will fall, but when the
perfect thing happens, im
perfect things pass away.
Therefore, because I love
you. I promise to be patient,
and kind. I will not envy, nor
boast. I will not be rude, nor
seek self-satisfaction, nor be
angered. I promise to always
protect you, always hope for
the best with you. always trust
you. and always persevere in
the name of our love. I will
never fail you. because I LOVE
YOU.

same lesson.
I realize the person responsible
for the dent in my car may not be
aware of what happened. He/she
may have been late to class and
rushed off without a thought of
hitting som eone elses car.
Regardless of the circumstances I
feel like we as faculty/staff/students can take the time to be
considerate of the person next to

us. Even in tight parking we don’t
have to shove the car door open
into the next car to get in or out. It
may sound extra particular to be
so careful getting in and out of the
car, but think about it. The next
big dent—might be in your car.
Anita Fischer
Secretary,
School of Education

Writer reflects on romance
by Denise Saucier
Southwestern S ta ff Writer
This is it, boys and girls, the
Valentine’s issue of The South
western. And since this issue is
all about love, I thought I would
lend a little humor to your day by
telling you about the worst ex
perience I ever had with love. I
can laugh now.
For most of my high school
years, I was "in love” with a guy
I'll call Bob (not his real name). I
thought Bob was perfection. He
was a photographer for the school
paper; loved biology, as I did;
drove an MG convertible (red)
and—this was the cinch—played
the saxophone extremely well. I
tried everything to make him like
me, all to no avail. We were just
friends. Then one day, while we
were sitting in newspaper class,
Bob asked me for my phone
number. Need I tell you, I was
ecstatic. I came home from work
that evening, and my sister, who
is two years younger than 1,
greeted me at the door.
“ Guess who called!” she said.
I had no idea, and proceeded to
guess.
"Stupid! (her pet name for me)
Bob called!”

I had had a hard day at work,
and had completely forgotten
about Bob’s request for my
number. I immediately began to
dance around the living room,
singing softly to myself, “ He call
ed; oh yes, he called.”
Then my sister revealed to me
the true reason Bob had phoned.
“ Denise, you don’t think he
called you, do you?”
I, of course, truly believed that.
Then Cheri told me the facts.
“ I’m sorry, but he called and
asked me to the homecoming
dance.”
I, needless to say, was crushed.
The one consolation was that my
sister had turned the creep down
FLAT.
I don't want you to think that I
still think he is a creep. In fact, I
now find the entire situation
rather humorous. I hope you did
as well.

Happy
Valentine's
Day!
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Justin on Jazz:

Jazz Festival worth your time
by Justin Adams
Southwestern S ta ff Writer
Attendance at activities around
campus is pretty slim unless it is a
dance or rush party. The atten
dance I want to talk about is the
poor and declining turnout at our
university’s jazz festival.
I know you have been reading a
lot about the jazz festival lately
because it has been all over the
paper. The reason for this is that
the jazz festival is an important
part of this university as a wholenot just the music department and
music majors.
The jazz festival is meant to ex
pose people such as you and me to

great music performed by profes
sional musicians. It is not just for
the benefit of music majors. We
already appreciate it. I want to
cultivate your in tere sts as
students to the realm of jazz.
A lot of you attend rock con
certs, and so do 1. But jazz is no
different, just a different style.
Jazz and rock both influenced
each other. The feelings of ex
periencing good music can be felt
at both styles. A festival such as
this both educates and fascinates
us about something that most
people will never master: the art
of music.

Love? One student says
it is not her cup of tea
by Jill Nickerson
they have been married for almost
Southwestern Student
thirty years. I love all my siblings,
My friend has started to brush my nephews, and my niece. I love
her shoes and tie her teeth. She my friends, I love my friends’
walks around campus wearing a goldfish, and I love Kraft
silly smile all day. Recently, she macaroni and cheese.
bought an issue of Bride
And most importantly, I havemagazine and read it instead of we all have-the greatest love of
watching Oprah. She’s not sure all-God’s love.
anymore exactly what day it is,
But it’s all of this “ in love”
and even though it is freezing out stuff that gets me. And to make it
side, she says the weather is worse, Valentine's Day is here. I
wonderful.
truly suffer during this holiday.
My friend has gone loco.
All of the roses, the candy, the
My friend is in “ love.”
presents-.
I’ve probably given myself
AND NONE OF IT’S FOR
away with the quotation marks ME!!!
around that word, but, yes, it’s
Okay, the truth is out. Maybe if
true, I’m a cynic.
I were in love with someone, if I
It’s all this “ love” stuff. You had a reason to carve someone’s
turn on the television and an initials on my forehead, maybe I
advertisement swears true love wouldn’t mind all of this Valen
will come to you just by using a tine’s Day pomp.
certain toothpaste.
But frankly, I have yet to find a
(I’m so sure. “ Gee, Ed, you Harlequin hero. Where are all of
may be ugly, fat, disgusting, and th e s in g le , g o o d -lo o k in g
a communist, but hey, look at millionaires? (Gee, could I be in
those white teeth! Yes! Yes, I’ll
(See Love, page 8)
marry you!!!!!” )
The soap operas-the so-called
romance queens of televisionpromote love as though nothing
else matters.
Have you ever noticed how
couples who are “ in love” on
To the students, staff, faculty
soap operas never go to work or and fans of Southwestern Okla
take care of their own children? homa State University, I’m
(“ Let’s send little Joey to grand- .writing this letter for acceptance
ma’s-for his entire life.” ) And if of my apology for my sudden urge
it's true love, why are most soap of unsportsm anlike conduct
couples divorced within a year? 1 displayed at the contest between
don’t know.
Northwestern University and
And isn’t love what sells Southwestern University.
movies and books? We are all
Unfortunately I was the one to
suckers for a good old-fashioned toss the ice. I wish to remain
romance. I know women who unknown, but those who caught
swear by the motto, “ Give me a me know who I am.
Harlequin, or give me death.”
Please accept my apology, and
Give me a break.
let's hope the next time the two
It isn’t that I don’t believe in meet, the excitement is just as
love. I do. I’ve seen it in my good.
parent’s marriage, which grows
Sincerely,
stronger every day, even though
The Ice Man

Apology

Dr. Norbert Smith to speak
on alligators and physics
Dr. Norbert Smith will be
speaking on "Alligators and
Physics at Interfaces,’ 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, February 16, 1989, in
Room 118, Chemistry-PharmacyPhysics Building.
Dr. Smith is a graduate of
Southwestern with a B.S. in
Biology. He also holds a M.S. in
Biology from Baylor University
and a Ph.D. in Zoology from
Texas Technological University
where he began his research on
alligators. He has since done
biological research in some in
teresting and beautiful regions of
the world. He will show slides of

some of this work and its beauty.
Dr. Smith will discuss ways to
use physics to measure heat flux
through the skin of alligators and
measure their blood flow rate. He
will also discuss a thermal time
constant for alligators. He is
recruiting people to install elec
tronics instruments in alligators.
Dr. Smith has recently been in
volved in teaching electronics at
the El Reno Federal Corrections
Institution through El Reno
Junior College. He also owns a
company, K Tech, which sells
units to provide back-up power for
computers.

Without music this world would
be nothing. All pepple like all
kinds, and jazz can be enjoyed by
all. Jazz is a complicated art form,
but you don't have to understand
it to appreciate it.
Dr. Terry Segress is the Direc
tor of Jazz Bands here at the

university. He is president of the
National Association of Jazz
Educators. He is highly respected
as one of the best, if not the best,
jazz instructors in the state. He
has been organizing these
festivals for almost 20 years and
has had some really big names

JustinonJazz
by J. Adams
Southwestern Staff Writer
Hey, cats! It’s that time again. 1 hope you took my advice last
time, ‘cause if you did you are well on your way to being a Jazzer!
This week is dedicated to all you romantic guys and gals who
want to buy some “ smooth" music for your valentine. Such
music is referred to as "Easy Jazz.” Easy Jazz is a mellow, emo
tional, romantic type of jazz. A new performer of this style is a
man who has just recently received fame with "Songbird.” Do
you know him yet? His name is Kenny G. His new album,
“ Silhouette” , is a great album that has some stylish, romantic,
mellow tunes. It’s definitely a good choice if you like a sexy sax
sound.
Well, now for my trumpet player selection for this style: Chuck
Mangione. Chuck is actually a flugelhorn player who has some
real hip tunes. The album I recommend is called “ Classics
Volume 6.” This album is a collection of his greatest hits. It’s a
definite addition for your jazz library.
This week I've talked about a hot sax player and an awesome
trumpet player. I could never review the whole jazz circuit, but
week by week I will bring you one step closer to the true form of
music. Let me know if you take my advice and buy these albums,
because I know you’ll dig them.
Well cats, until next time, keep scattin'.

appear here such as: Lou Marini,
Clark Terry, Pete Chrislieb, Rich
Matteson, Diane Reeves, Bobby
Shew, and many others. Dr.
Segress is a great organizer and
brilliant man. I personally thank
him for the festival.
Well, if by now you're tired of
hearing about the jazz festival.
I’m sorry-not for me, but for you:
because I know what a joy it is to
experience music more than from
the ear. I feel it in my soul.
So I invite all of you readers to
attend the jazz festival. And I per
sonally guarantee that you will not
be disappointed. I’ll see you
there.
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Pics 'n' Pans

SW OSU SPIRIT R A N rampant at the SWOSU/NWOSU game last
week.

by Michele Charles
Southwestern Lifestyles Editor
RAIN MAN
A movie with a message for the
heart and a thought for the mind,
“ Rain Man” stars Dustin Hoff
man and Tom Cruise.
Cruise plays the part of Charlie
Babbett, a young man who has a
cold heart. Because Charlie’s
father, whom he hasn’t seen for
years, dies he must return home
to find that he has been willed a
classic automobile and prize win
ning roses. What is left-three
million dollars-goes to someone
else.
Charlie, seeking the share he
feels he deserves, finds the per
son who was willed the moneythat person is his brother Ray
mond (played by Hoffman), whom
Charlie never knew existed. Ray
mond. who is autistic and unable
to cope with reality, lives in a
private world within his mind.
After finding Raymond back east,
Charlie kidnaps him (to get half
the money), and they set out for
California. Traveling across the
United States with Raymond,
Charlie learns as much about
himself as his brother.
My only complaint about this
movie is the portrayal of the peo
ple in Oklahoma. If I were a New
Yorker, I would have started a
“ Save the Oklahomans” pro
gram. If people judge our state by
some of the movie scenes, tourist
rates should drop dramatically.
Hoffman, with an incredible job
as the autistic Raymond, and
Cruise both contribute to the
strengths of the ideas in the
movie which make it one that
evervone should see.
VIDEOS
In Valentine videos, two are on
cupid’s list:
“ Made In Heaven” stars
Timothy Hutton and Kelly
McGillis in a match-made-inheaven romance. Timothy dies
and goes to heaven, where upon
his arrival he meets and falls in

love with Kelly and they soon
marry. But there is a catch--she is
an unborn soul and Timothy
wakes one morning to find her
gone. She is on earth. He is
granted a second chance and is
sent to earth again where he has a
certain number of years in which
to find Kelly. Once again we find
another loop hole-they have no
memory of each other and if he
doesn’t find her before time is up
they will never be together again.
Talk about true love!
“ It Takes Two" casts George
Newborn as Travis Rogers, a
groom-to-be in 72 hours, who
goes to Dallas on a last fling to

buy the car of his dreams. While
in Dallas he runs into a seductive
car saleswoman and finds himself
caught in the middle of a love
triangle. It takes about two
seconds to get totally hooked on
this action packed romantic com
edy.
Still on the hot rental list of
videos is "Bull Durham," “ Die
Hard,” and "Young Guns."
Videos soon-to-be-in are: "A Fish
Called Wanda,” "The Good
Mother,” Caddy Shack 2,” and
“ Poltergeist 3.”
Video rental lists are courtesy
of Aardvark Video and Movie
Madness.

State sponsors Oklahoma
Field Advisory Board
Oklahoma has joined a limited
number of other states in offering
a program designed to provide
advice and assistance to museums
throughout the s ta te . The
Oklahoma Field Advisory Service,
sponsored by the Oklahoma
Museums Association and the
Oklahoma Historical Society, is
headquartered at the Oklahoma
State Museum.
The new project provides on
site consultations as well as free
help by phone and mail.
Assistance is given to any non
profit groups that collect artifacts,
including libraries which maintain
special collections. Such institu
tions often have concerns about
managing their growing collec

tions, maintaining good recor
dkeeping systems, and techni
ques for preserving the antiques
they are saving for future genera
tions.
The Field Advisory Service also
offers an extensive and up-to-date
reference library for use across
the state. Books, cassette tapes,
and videos may be checked out a
public libraries through the Otis
Inter-Library loan system of the
Okl ahoma D e p a r t m e n t of
Libraries.
For more information contact
Cherie Cook, Field Consultant,
Oklahoma Historical Society, 2100
N. Lincoln, Oklahoma City, OK
73105, (405) 521-2491.

BRAN D Y'S NOT AFRAID to let you know who's No. 1.
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Sports
Hot shooting helps
Bulldogs win game
by Jeff Packham
Southwestern Sports Editor
Daron Harrison had 22 points
and seven rebounds, and South
western shot 61 percent from the
field in the second half to beat
Southeastern in Durant, 76-68.
Michael Parks and Stephen
Joseph both scored 19 points for
the Bulldogs against South
eastern.

Turnovers were a key as South
eastern turned the ball over 27
times, compared to 16 for the
Bulldogs.
In other action last week,
Southwestern split two home
games. Against Northwestern,
the Bulldogs won, 66-63, after
previously losing to Oklahoma
Baptist, 72-69.
In the Northwestern contest,

Parks and Joseph had 14 points
and Harrison added 13 points and
13 rebounds for Southwestern. In
the losing effort against OBU, the
Bulldogs were led by Harrison’s
19 points and 13 rebounds.
The Southwestern Player of the
Week is Daron Harrison. He total
ed 54 points and 33 rebounds to
lead the Bulldogs to two wins in
three games. Harrison also had
six steals for Southwestern.

Duncan scores 50 points
to set new school record
by Jeff Packham
Southwestern Sports Editor
Jackie Snodgrass scored 14
points and eight other players
scored five points or more as
Southwestern defeated South

Sports
Talk

eastern, 77-63, in Durant.
The Lady Bulldogs leading
scorer going into the game, Carla
Duncan, was held to 13 points for
the game. She had just come off a
50-point effort against North

by Jeff Packham

Southwestern Sports Editor
by Jeff Packham
Southwestern Sports Editor
The final NFL football game of
the season was played last week,
and the NFC completely dom
inated the favored AFC. The final
score was 34-3, but the AFC did
have some excuse. Their top
players, including two quarter
backs, were sidelined due to in
juries. It showed in their lack of
scoring punch once they started
moving the ball. It also cost them
the win.
Despite the NFL season being
over now, over 250 players are in
the news. They are all free agents
that were left unprotected by their
teams. This enables them to sign
with whatever team they choose.
This is the first year of
unrestricted free agency in the
NFL.
OU’s number one! Stacey King
and Mookie Blaylock keyed the
Sooners’ first trip to the top spot
ever in basketball. OU should
thank Minnesota, Louisiana State
and Ohio State for their help in

OU’s move to the top. The
Gophers defeated previously topranked and undefeated Illinois,
LSU edged Georgetown in Baton
Rouge, and Ohio State beat
Louisville on the road. All these
upsets moved OU up three
notches to number one.
On the subject of basketball,
Loyola-Marymount and U.S.
International set a few records
last week. Both teams combined
to set the NCAA scoring record,
and Loyola-Marymount’s 181 total
points also set a record. LMU now
averages over 113 points a game.
Carla Duncan compiled a few
records herself last week against
rival Northwestern. She had 50
points, hitting 21-41 shots, and
also had 27 rebounds in the
109-103, triple-overtime win. The
50 points and the 27 rebounds
broke the form er records
previously held by Kelli Litsch,
now an assistant coach for the
Lady Bulldogs. The 21 field goals
also eclipsed the previous record
of 16 held by Debbie Bruner.

western in Weatherford.
Kim Golden also scored 13
points for the Lady Bulldogs in
the win against Southeastern.
In the earlier game against
Northwestern, the Lady Bulldogs
won the game, 109-103, in triple
overtime. Besides Duncan’s 50
points, Shelly Mooter also had 14
points, which included 3-4 from

Carla Duncan
is The Southwestern
Player of the
Week.
three-point range. Kris Lorenz
scored 11 and Dena Phelps added
10 points for Southwestern.
Carla Duncan is The South
western Player of the Week. She
scored 63 points and pulled down
34 rebounds in two games. Her 50
points against Northwestern also
established a new school record.

DARON HARRISON leaps high fo r a shot against Northwestern as
Michael Parks and Robert Nash prepare fo r a rebound. The Bulldogs
won the home game, 66-63.
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Rock
Talk
by Bryce and Shelli
With ‘‘Don’t Be Cruel” on the
charts and "My Prerogative” on
the way up, it seemed only ap
propriate to give Bobby Brown's
"Don't Be Cruel” album a shot.
Side one starts off with a big bang
featuring Brown’s two hits. Ap
pearances can be deceiving
though, because the next couple
of tunes take a turn toward
"mellowsville.” But that’s okay.
It’s not a depressing mellow. In
fact, you could probably do a cer
tain amount of studying to it, if
you’re into that kind of thing.
Side two picks up with a couple
of great movin’ tunes. But for
those of you who enjoy slow danc
ing it goes back to its laid back
style. Overall, Brown falls more
into the cagetory of easy listening
rather than super jam. We do
recommend the album. But,
you'll probably be more inclined
to listen to it while relaxing with a
friend. It didn’t make us dance
around the room ar.d bounce off
the walls.
After a grueling search for 25
people who have heard this
album, we concluded that 19
SWOSU music junkies thought
“ Don't Be Cruel” was hot. Three
lost students said it was medicore
and naturally, three distributed
individuals thought it stunk.
On the Rock Talk rating scale
Bryce gives Bobby Brown a 7.5
and Shelli thinks Brown shows
great potential and has give the
album an 8.5.
That raps up another week in
Rock Talk. Coming attractions
are...???

Tips
From the Top
by Denise Saucier
Southwestern S taff Writer
Cupid and his magic bow are shooting many a love arrow.
Valentine’s Day is drawing near, that extra special time of year.
So this I tell you, this I say, here are ways to spend Valentine’s
Day,
H olidays such as this are special when you are in love. Make it
a point to do something extra special for the one you love. Make a
romantic dinner, and eat in a romantic setting. Or, go someplace
extra special for dinner.
Although Valentine’s Day looks like every other day on the
calendar, something sets it apart. That something can be said in
three words: Love is expressed. Make sure you tell someone you
love them, whether it be a romantic love, or your family. The
point is, tell someone.
P erhaps you and your love could go for a walk while the sun is
setting. The changing colors seem to heighten the sense of
romance.
Picnic meals are also romantic. Pack a nice lunch, and find
yourselves a pleasant spot where you can be alone to enjoy the
food, and each others company.
Years go by, and you will forget a lot of things about your col
lege life. Make memories that you will always remember,
whether you spend the rest of your life with the person you spend
the day with or not.

Visit a museum, or the zoo. Learn something about our world
together.
A c cept your partner just the way they are for the day. You can
continue trying to change them later. Give both of you a break
from trying to be something you aren't. Who knows? You may
even find that the things you were trying to change are actually
appealing to you.
.Listen to what the other person is saying. Really listen, with
both your ears and your heart.
Enjoy yourselves. Do something you haven’t done for a while.
Go to the park and teeter-totter. Push each other on the swings.
Don’t worry about any grown up things. Just have fun for a
while.
N arrate a romantic tale to your special someone. Let your im
agination roam free.
T ake time.out to smell the flowers, and while you’re at it, send
some.
I ntrigue also adds to the romance. Don’t tell your date all the
details of your date. Surprise them!
N ames are something we are all blessed with. See how many
affectionate names you can call the one you love before repeating

ant,
E go has no place in this day. Consider your partner's feelings
and input before making any definite plans.
Stars also have a high romantic quality. If it is a clear night,

find a quiet spot somewhere, and star gaze.

Dedicate this day to someone you love. Try your hardest to
make this Valentine’s Day the best one they have experienced.
A s this column winds down, I encourage you to look around
you if you don’t have a special someone with whom to spend the
day. Face it, we all have people we would like to get to know bet
ter. Talk to that cute guy or girl you work with, or have class with.
Who knows, you may have a wonderful Valentine beside you
now.
You have a great Valentine’s Day.

The Southwestern

Roses For Sale
by Kimberly Charles
Alpha Psi Omega Reporter
Valentine's Day is almost here
and you cannot think of a thing to
get your sweetheart! Well, we are
the answer to your problem.
Alpha Psi Omega will be selling
beautiful silk roses for Valentine's
Day on February 8th and 9th in
the Student Union Iobbv. You say

March 2, 3 & 4

Dinner
Theatre
The SWSU Dinner Theatre is in
its second year and offers an
evening of suspense with a new
mystery-comedy. One of the
evening's surprises will be the ex
act title; there will be audience
participation with mysterious
guests throughout the evening.
Neil Simon's THE ODD COU
PLE (female version) opened the
dinner theatre in 1988 with lots of
laughs and a roast beef buffet.
This year’s entree is Chicken Kiev
with a salad bar and several
vegetable choices and dessert. A
third night has been added to
allow a larger ticket sale. Produc
tion dates are March 2, 3, 4;
tickets include dinner beginning
at 7:00, a variety of entertainment
before the show and during inter
mission, and the play starting at
8:00. The price of the ticket is
S9.00 or $7.00 with a SWSU I.D.
Performances are in the SWSU
Ballroom. Groups are invited to
reserve tables for families, clubs
and school activities: tickets will
be sold February 8-March at 1 at
two locations...Hooked on Books
104 E. Main and the SWOSU
Language Arts Office.
Details about the three perfor
mances of the Dinner Theatre
Mystery will be announced by the
two directors, Delenna Williams
and Sherrie Sharp.
The cast: Jeff Askins, sopho
more from Clinton; Stephanie
Bayn, sophomore from Weather
ford; Tracey Cagle, sophomore
from Altus; Missy Clark, fresh
man from Woodward; Dan Heath,
sophomore from Ashland, KS;
Lisa Tedlock, sophomore from
Chelsea; Kat Waldon, senior from
Anchorage, Alaska.

that you do not have time to order
it? Of course you do, because we
will have our booth open from
9:00 to 5:00. We will have your
roses ready for you on Valentine's
Day, so you can pick them up and
deliver them to the ones you love.
"It is too expensive," you say?
Do not worry, our roses only cost
$2 each. Do not delay. Order
yours as soon as possible!

CLASSIFIED ADS
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Southwestern students tell what love is
by Jill Nickerson
Southwestern Student
With Valentine's Day right
around the corner, most SWOSU
students have love on their on
minds and were willing to tell The
Southwestern just how they felt
about it. Of course, as you will
see, several did not have love on
their minds.
David Tittle, sophomore, said,
“ Love is where you think of some
body all the time, and you think
the things that you can do for

them, not what they can do for
you. It’s giving more than
taking.”
Kelli Delaney, freshman, said
"Love is fun because I’m in
love!”
Kari Genzer, sophomore, felt
differently when asked about
love. “ I don’t care about love
anymore.”
Kael Cleveland, sophomore,
has his own definition of love.
"Love is when you let your
girlfriend borrow your car, and

she calls you up and says she had
a wreck, and the first thing you
say is “ Are you alright?”
Dan Stoddard, freshman, said,
"Love is mostly made of respect,
communication and trust. Com
mitment comes into play later.”
Heather Breslow, sophomore,
said, "Love is a term that most
people confuse with infatuation or
lust. I don’t feel that love can be
achieved until a long time has
passed with hundreds of shared
experiences between a couple.”

Fire drill fashion for the woman
by Michele Charles
and Cynthia Maddox
Oklahoma HalI R .A .'s
This season’s dormitory fire
drill s u g g e s ts clo th ing in
something neutral. Be prepared!
Your best bet is a comfortable
pair of shoes that stay on during
that dash down the stairs. For the
gathering outside, the weather
definitely dictates what to wear.
Warmer weather allows for
shorts, of moderate length, and a

t-shirt. Of course, chilly weather
restricts less and requires more;
bathrobes to the ankle and sweat
pants are a definite must. Bed
spreads are definitely out this
season. Sheer clothing is too
much for this occasion and should
be left in the room. Strong sup
port in loose areas is strongly sug
gested. Makeup is optional,
whether you sleep with it on or
off. As for hairstyle, the tossed
about or bed head look goes well

with anything you may be wear
ing.
Fire drills are also the perfect
time to see what the other girls
are wearing and what is on the
“ in” list of nightwear. Please, do
not block the stairwell gawking at
other fashions, wait until you are
in the parking lot for evaluations.
Remember, you are making a
public appearance, and men could
possibly (more than likely) be
watching. So be prepared and run
out with your chin up.

Alpha Gamma initiates pledges
The women of Alpha Gamma
Delta held their initiation for their
fall pledges on Saturday, Jan. 21.
Six pledges were initiated. They
were Michelle Friemel, Kim Har
ris, Paula Kreger, Gayla Taylor,
Julie Reupert and Renyssa
Wines. Awards were given to
Michelle Plummer, Julie Reupert,

and Michelle Friemel for best
Mother/Daughter and to Gayla
Taylor for best pledge. After
wards, officer elections were held.
Those holding office for the
Spring se m e ste r are Amy
Williamson, president, Nancy
Bond, vice-president Fraternity
education, Angie Hill, vice presi

1989 STUDENT SENATE SPRING BUDGET
REVENUE
Brought forward
$5069.00
Est. Student Fees (3300 x 2.50)
8250.00
TOTAL REVENUE
$13,319.00
EXPENSES
Activities
Blood Drive
Spring Week
Banquet
Freshman Week
Summer
Bulldog
Honorariums
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Executive Secretary
Vice Chairman
Activities
Publicity Director
Office
Misc. Expenses
Reserve Fund
TOTAL EXPENSES

$2500.00
350.00
1000.00
500.00
800.00
500.00
50.00
1240.00
$300.00
250.00
200.00
180.00

100.00
60.00
150.00
150.00
300.00
2079.00
4000.00
$13,319.00

dent scholarship and Panhellenic
delegate, Gina Meriwether co
vice p re sid e n t scholarship,
Michelle Friemel, recording
secretary, Gayla Taylor, cor
responding secretary and publici
ty chairman, Renyssa Wines,
treasurer, Angie McKinzie, co
treasurer and rush chairman,
Paula Kreger, activities and
philanthropy chairman, Kim Har
ris, house chairman, Judy Grose,
m em bership chairm an, Kari
Austin, ritual chairman and Julie
Reupert, social/standards chair
man.
The Alpha Gamma Delta yearly
SWOSU “ Calendar of Men” is
ready and can be purchased from
any member or call the Alpha
Gam house at 772-9070.
Spring rush has now began for
anyone interested, you may con
tact a member for more informa
tion at 772-9070.

Jeff Askins, also a sophomore,
echoed Breslow’s opinion. "Love
is only lust at first, because true
love takes time. You have to work
at love and earn it.”
And Shannon Bartholomew,
another sophomore, also agreed.
“ Love at first sight never hap
pens. There might be lust, but not
love.”
Wally Billman, junior offered a
word of caution to you lovers out
there. “ Love? Watch out for
AIDS!”

Melissa Miller, freshman, is
sick of love. “ Love gives me
heartburn.”
And Kristi Alexander, senior
said, “ Love is scary. Real scary.”
But from Tonya Shaw, junior,
came the most positive answer
about love. “ I think that love is
special when you find the right
person to share it with. Love is
forever. Love is enduring with
someone through the good times
and the bad times.”

Love serves a purpose
by Denise Saucier
Southwestern Staff Writer
Love serves to delight, strengthen and educate. The main use
for delight is in allowing us to release our joy and to express joy to
others; for strength is in growth and support; for education is in
teaching us to respect others and to respect ourselves; for any
man can profess to love, and think he loves; but love is something
that shows.
To spend too much time looking for love is ill-advised; to love
only for self-delight defeats the purpose; to love only to
strengthen yourself is imprudent. For love is like music, it must
complement itself.
Love is not to condemn those who do not, nor to be superior,
not to amuse yourself or your mate, but to learn of love and
respect. Some loves are to be taken lightly, others are serious for
a time, and yet others are to last forever. That is, some loves are
to be taken at face value, some are thought to be “ the one” , and
some are to be continued in marriage.
Love makes men happy, strong and confident. Therefore, if a
man truly loves, he should make his mate happy, strong and con
fident as well.
Sincere men have sincere love; devious men only profess to
love when it suits their purposes; and some men find love im
possible, for the heart must be true in order to find true love.
Love is like a river that flows where it may, and is sometimes
blocked. So if your heart is the dam that is blocking the flow,
raise the floodgates, and let it run free.
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Students planning to graduate in May need
to file application with Registrar’s office
Students planning to graduate
in May are reminded that they
must file an Application to
Graduate in the Registrar's Office
by February 24th if they have not
already done so.
If your name is Not listed
below, an Application to Graduate
at the Spring Convocation has not
been received (This list excludes
Fall 1988 graduates.)
Even if you have applied, you
should check carefully to see that
your name is spelled exactly as
you want it to appear on your
diploma and that you are listed
with the correct degree. Any er
rors should be reported to the
Registrar's Office.
Applications that have been
received as of Noon. Tuesday,
January 31, are as follows:
School of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Arts
Rebecca Elaine Huffer Barnes;
Bryce Dean Burnett; Janie Diane
Dodd; Gail Lynn Duerksen; Kelli
Dawn Grasser; Nelda Susan
S chm id t H ays; A. Dean
Heinrichs; Kirby D. Jestes; Jef
frey Johnson; Sherri Ann King;
Milissie Ann Lawley; Patrice
Laphan Malphus; Karen Stacey
McClenny; John Patrick McCoy;
Gina Gaye Meriwether; Samuel
Joe Neal; Anthony Ray Neely;
Evert Lyndel Osmond; Rebecca
Ann Ray; Melissa Lynn Shelton;
and Chandi Renae Mace Thomp
son.
Bachelor of Science
Penny Sue Askew; James L.
Brooks; Kimberly Jo Craighead;
Cari Marie Oltermann Farrar; Ed
win James Farrar; Carol Ann
Franks; Boyd William Green;
Christopher Daniel Hawkins;
Gary Don Hill; Bryan Wayne
Kornele; Trisha Gay Lingerfelter;
Kelli Ann Logan; Leroy (Rick)
Marshall Long; Felecia Fay
Lofland Martin; Michael Wayne
Miller; Ziba Najafi; Vu Hoan
Nguyen; Phillip James Patten;
Terence Richard Stegman; James
Kevin Suderman; Terry Lynn
Thetford; James Allen Ward;
Serena Lee Webb; Cheryl Lynn
White; and Karen Sue White.

Bachelor of Science in
Industrial Technology
Jeffrey Wyveme Baker; Steven
Craig Bearden; Stanley Lloyd
Chapman; Jay David Dunford;
Richard Patrick Sarver; Darren B.
Speck; Jimmy Ray Thomas; and
Gregory Scott Palmer.
School of Business
Bachelor of Arts
Dennis Leon Connally
Bachelor of Science
Tamra Lynne Arthur; Sally
Jaree Barnett; Tamara Lynn Bell;
Scott E. Borelli; Terry Eugene
Byrd; Terry Dwayne Christian;
Danny Joe Clark; Nancy Mae
Copeland; Denver Wade Cox;
Peggy Lou Crockett; John Wayne
Dean; Wendy Lea Decker; Payne
L. Dobler; Jay Sharpe Duncan;
Kelly S. Ediger; Barbara Ann McCracker Fenton; Tammy Lea
Graham; James E. Green; Vicki
Anita Harper; Holly Ann Herrod;
Deborah Roselyn Riley Holland;
Martin Joseph Horsfall; Jimmy D.
Ingram; Chrysa Anne Easterly
Gillespie; Susan Lynn Kloeppel;
Joe Dewayne Langley; Deena Ann
Lellman; Timothy Lew Litsch;
Vickie Jean Zimmerman Lowry;
Deborah Kaye Martin; Ellen
Marie Southerland Martin; Kelli
Jo M cAdam s; Patrick Dee
McMillin; Toni Lynn Park Moore;
Dena Marie Morrison; Marsha
Diann Goff O'Brien; Angela
Dawn Oren; Jon Conrad Pope;
Margaret Jewell Potter; Anthony
Gilbert Rappe'; Scott Alan Ritz;
Danette Lynn Rizzardi; Michelle
Marie Roddy; Marilyn Sue Smith
Roof; Steven Keith Rosenzweig;
Christi Dawn Rummel; Valery
Lvnn Sager; Chad Lane Sampley;
B rent Joseph S chnegerger;
Elizabeth J. Walters Schumacher;
Jack James Smid; Nancy Lynn
O'Hair Stinson; Deborah Lynn
Thorpe; James Devon Weatherspoon; Coy Davne Williams;
Cheryl Dianne Roselle Yadon;
and Christine Anne Yates.
School of Education
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Daniel Lee Deasy; Larry
Michael Dick; Dana Lee Goeringer Glasscock; Timothy Tab

Festival continued from page one
college and professional big
bands on bass trumpet, valve
trombone and euphonium; and
his own small group recordings on
several albums in Sweden and the
Matteson-Phillips Tubajazz Con
sort albums.
Matteson was a professor of
music at North Texas State
University for 13 years. He was
the director of the National State
Band Camps for many years and
also produced and directed sum
mer jazz camps in Sweden. He
currently directs the Telluride,
Colo.. Summer Jazz Camp.
He has performed during the
last 20 years as clinician and
guest soloist at high schools, col
leges and universities throughout
the world. He has also appeared
on network television and record
ed radio shows in the United
S ta te s, Sw eden, G erm any,
England, Norway and Australia.
Matteson has served as a clinician
and performer in the Walt Disney
All-American College Workshop
program since 1975 and was
special guest artist with the St.
John's River City band at
Carnegie Hall in 1987.
Also performing at the SWOSU
Jazz Festival this year will be the
Peter Krauss/Lisa Turci Quartet
of Oklahoma City. Krauss and
Turci are married and live in
Oklahoma City where they work

together in every format from
keyboard/voice duo to big bands.
Although primarily known to
Oklahoma City audiences as jazz
artists, they are experienced
freelance musicians, regularly
performing in a variety of styles
including pop, society dance,
university stage bands concerts
and sacred music.
Krauss is one of the busiest and
most versatile freelance keyboard
players in the so u th w est.
Originally from Connecticut, he
studied piano and drums privately
and has been a professional per
former since age 18 when he
began working with commercial
bands in New England. He settled

Holt; Margaret Alice Kobus;
Daron Phillip Sharp, Bennie Kay
Timms; and Helen Florence
Zwirtz.
Bachelor of Music Education
Frankie Dale Hopkins; Aletha
L. White Jordan; and Aaron An
thony Rathbun.
Bachelor of Science in Education
Stanley Darrell Anderson; Lin
da Banks Andrews; Gary Lyle
Baker; Julie Anne Bauer; Richard
Lynn Brownen; Kimberley Kay
Browning; Kirk Darren Campbell;
M ichelle R enee C hapm an;
Richard Wayne Cherry; Dayna
Annette Parman Coker; Pamela
Ruth Collier; Patricia Ann Peretto
Courture; Kimberly Lynn Elmore;
Lorinda Jeanne Elmore; Deanna
M. Sherwood Findley; Leah Ann
Fletcher; Monica Lyn Carpenter
Frans; Pat E. Geurkink; Andrea
Leigh Simpson Green; Stephen
Franklin Griffin; Phil R. Guerra;
Scottie Ray Hampton; Vicki Lynn
Koss Harbison; Kevin D. Har
mon; Rhonda Carol Hollrah;
Angela Elaine Holmes; Vicki Joan
Bates Holt; Kevin Gene James;
David Allan Johnson; Conni
Dawn Ledford; Shawnda Lanae
Loyd; Shelley Deanna Majors;
Lorri Cherie’ Malson; Deana Gay
Tate Mason; Jennifer Danyielle
Mayer; Davida Sue VanMeter
McClellan; James Arnold Miller;
Sharia Lynn Miller; Casey M. Nix;
James H. Overturf; Brenda Lois
Sutton Patterson; Brenda Lee
Smith Quinn; K ris W ayne
Schmidt; Kurtis Wjy^e Seright;
Trent Jay Shelby; Sandra Gale
Smith; Sharon Kay Spencer;
Maschielle Elaine Stahlman; Jeff
Clay Thompson; Sheila Dyan
Macklin Thornton; Brenda Fay
Timmerman Johnson; Juli Dee
Brownback Ward; Wayman Lane
Weldon; Dawn Deann Welsch;
Steve Jay Wheeler; Stephanie
Diane Williams; Rodney Lynn
Wilson; Debra Arm ^Wolf: and
Jimmy Lee Womack.
School of Health Sciences
Bachelor of Science
in Medical Records
Patti J. Bunch Koeltzow.
Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Maria Leann Beckham; Janice
Lynn Behlert Bessire; Mary E.
Grammer Bujnovsky; Cheryl Ann
Smith Dove; Edra Jane Wade
Goeringer; Mary Ann Carlisle
Green; Jennier Lynn Hart Krapcha; Mary Irene Martinez McCor
mick; Diedre June Luttrull Miller;
Lora May Pembrook; Amber Gay
Petzold; Militza Jane Weflen
Plumlee; Kimberly A. Prickril;
Susan Danette Ottinger Steffes;
Melinda Jo Wheeler Stratton; and
Carie L. Wininger York.
Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy
Risa Dannette Adams; Rebecca
Ann Donaldson Albin; Melinda
Rene Allen; Stephen Kent Ander
son; Melissa Coleman Baucum;
Sheryn Gay Brady; Donna Marie
Brister; Anna Denise Chapdelaine; Lane Bradley Clemmer;
Deborah Kincaid Covalt; Sydney
Lynn Daniels; Kikee Shreece
Dunn Kupper; Bessie Ruth Griffing Elder; Sheryll Lanette Elliott;
Stephen Kent Flaherty; Nasser
Ajodan Garakani; Theresa Rae
Garner; Cynthia Renee’ Granchie
Hamilton; Sherri Michele Herr
ing; Dyron Lamar Howell; Sheila
Renea Kimble Huiatt; Michael

Robert Johnson; Lanny Lynn
Jones; Thomas Karoly Kardos;
Mark Douglas King; Ann-G
Lawrence; Woon Sun Lim; Laura
Engles McAnally; Michael M.
McAnally; V. Lorraine Moore:
Michael James Nault; Russell
James Pelzel; Jon Phillip Pulis;
Bruce Wayne Rust; Andy Ray
Schreck; Jeffrey Morris Shadle;
Patricia Jane Shaver; Jerry Dean
Smith; Omobola Taiwo; Mary
Elise Terrell; Laura Delight
Thames; Ing Ting; Diane Wasinger; Jeriann Watson; Dana
Walker Westmoreland; and Eddie
Kuohung Wong.
Graduate School
Master of Business Administration
E sth er Shuet-Y ing Tsang
Chow; and Patti Ann Harper.
Master of Education
Karen Jo Bullock; Jerry Don
Cook; Gina Gay Emanuel; Jordana Dowell Kerley; Leroy L.
Newton; Carolyn Sue Fry Nicks;
Larry Joe Wallace; and Linda
Carol Burchfiel Watkins.
Master of Science in
Applied Psychology
Laura Christine Balliett; and
Matthew W. Kirk.

Jazzers continued from page one

semesters, listened to The Police,
Frank Zappa, and Rush in the
past.
“ They expanded my aware
ness and increased my curiosity,''
said Young.
Aaron Rathbun, a Jazz “ A”
percussionist, says that even
though he has been involved in
jazz for the last six years and has
b een a m em b er of th e
Southwestern ensemble for five
years, he still needs exposure to
jazz.
“ It was through drum set
lessons that I found out about the
art form. I was a red redneck until
I moved to a cultural high school
that needed a drummer in the jazz
ensembles,” Rathbun said. “ I am
still a young player. I still need a
lot of exposure.”
The festival itself, which will
take place on Thursday and Fri
day, consists of concerts by wellknown jazz artists and Jazz “ A” ,
and a contest for area high school
and began working in Oklahoma students.
City in 1975.
“ The concert on Friday night is
Turci has been singing for the peak, though,” said Mike
Oklahoma audiences for nearly Worthy, a trombonist in Jazz “ A”
three decades. She began in her for about three years. "This is
father’s church choirs, studied when I, Mike Worthy, trombone
voice privately at Oklahoma City player in Weatherford, get to play
University under Inez Silberg and with jazz greats like Clark Terry
began singing professionally with or, this year, Rich Matteson.”
bands while still in high school.
“ To be able to perform on stage
She has appeared as soloist with with these musicians is incredi
Oklahoma City Jazz Orchestra.
ble,” said Young.
The quartet features Jeff
Hillock said there are two ways
Johnson on bass and Paul to look at the festival: nonBowman on drums.
aesthically and aesthetically.
Also performing at the festival
“ What happens is the band
will be the SWOSU Jazz Ensem rehearses a lot, and learns how to
ble which is directed by Dr. Terry play the music. All day Friday a
Segress.
contest is held. High school bands
from around the state compete.
On Friday, two concerts are
given, one in the afternoon and
the wrong town?)
the big one at night. The whole
But hey. I'm not complaining. I music department is involved,
like my space. I like the fact that and people sacrifice their personal
Joe Blow can’t demand to know time to make this concert possi
where 1 went last night, and with ble. Professional musicians are
whom, and why I didn’t call.
brought in to help with the con
My teddy bear has proven to be cert. That is what the big deal is. I
my best boyfriend yet. He never guess that’s the non-aesthetic
calls me "baby” , he never inter view,” Hillock said.
rupts me when I’m talking, and
He continued with the aesthetic
he never looks at other women. view: “ There is a lot of learning
So, please, don't quote me the both between the pros and the
line of how love makes the world people in jazz band. The people
go 'round. Because if it does, I kind of grow together. You feel
want off.
closer to everybody when the con
I suppose I'm just a little tired cert is over. Everybody in the

ground feels good because they
have made music and people have
enjoyed it. The feeling can't be
described in words.
"The thing 1 remember the
most from each concert is right
before it starts-saying to myself,
'This is your time.’ My favorite
part is the concert itself. It’s the
peak,” Hillock said.
For your die-hard, head
banging rockers, or you twosteppers, Worthy feels the^concert will appeal to you.
"If you appreciate music and
musicianship, this is the best
place to get it," he said.
Rathbun said that a knowledge
of jazz will help your appreciation
of the concert. After all, jazz,
country and rock all came from
the same roots. “ Each venue is a
way of expressing one’s self.
“ You need to try to figure out
what is going on, because it is ac
tive. But h—, you can still
scream, clap, jump up and down.
Anyone that could just sit there
might be distantly related to the
posterior of a horse!” Rathbun
emphasized, but he assured us
that you will find something you
like at the concert.
Worthy said, “ Go crazy! You
can scream just as loud at Rich
Matteson as you can at Ozzy.
They’re probably not the same
things, but they’re just as loud."
He also said, “ Jazz is the
melting pot of all types of music.
It is the only truly American art
form. It started and was perfected
here. Very complementary to the
‘melting pot’ idea of citizenship,
huh? So therefore, jazz is
patriotic.”

Love continued from page three

jazz n: 2: “Jazz is the

of all the fuss. Women used to get
married because they were built
to bear children and could plow a
field. Now, it's because they are
“ in love.”
One last comment. Since I’m
not a theologian. I'm sure this
verse could be interpreted dif
ferently. but before I start locking
the lights and turning off the
door, I will swear by this Bible
verse:
“ Stay me with flagons;
Comfort me with apples:
for I am sick of love.”
Song of Solomon 2:5

ultimate freedom of
expression. Emotion
comes from inside
you, through your in
strument, and out to
the audience. It can
be a very spiritual ex
perience if you let it.
Get inside the music
and groove with it.”
(Terry Young)

